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Abstract: Due to the various sizes of each object, such as kilometer stones, detection is still a
challenge, and it directly impacts the accuracy of these object counts. Transformers have demonstrated
impressive results in various natural language processing (NLP) and image processing tasks due to
long-range modeling dependencies. This paper aims to propose an exceeding you only look once
(YOLO) series with two contributions: (i) We propose to employ a pre-training objective to gain the
original visual tokens based on the image patches on road asset images. By utilizing pre-training
Vision Transformer (ViT) as a backbone, we immediately fine-tune the model weights on downstream
tasks by joining task layers upon the pre-trained encoder. (ii) We apply Feature Pyramid Network
(FPN) decoder designs to our deep learning network to learn the importance of different input
features instead of simply summing up or concatenating, which may cause feature mismatch and
performance degradation. Conclusively, our proposed method (Transformer-Based YOLOX with
FPN) learns very general representations of objects. It significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art
(SOTA) detectors, including YOLOv5S, YOLOv5M, and YOLOv5L. We boosted it to 61.5% AP on
the Thailand highway corpus, surpassing the current best practice (YOLOv5L) by 2.56% AP for the
test-dev data set.

Keywords: deep learning; YOLO; YOLOX; Vision Transformer; highway scenes

1. Introduction

Identifying road asset objects in Thailand highway monitoring image sequences
is essential for intelligent traffic monitoring and administration of the highway. With
the widespread use of traffic surveillance cameras, an extensive library of traffic video
footage has been available for examination. A more distant road surface may usually be
evaluated from an eye-observing angle. At this viewing angle, the vehicle’s object size
varies enormously, and the detection accuracy of a small item far away from the road is
low. In the face of complicated camera scenarios, it’s critical to address and implement the
difficulties listed above successfully. We will focus on the challenges mentioned earlier in
this post and provide a suitable solution. This study applies the object detection findings
for multi-object tracking and asset object counting, including kilometer signs (marked as
KM Sign) and kilometer stones (marked as KM Stone).

Among modern Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNet/CNNs), there are many
techniques, e.g., dynamic heads with attentions [1], dual attention [2], self-attention [3]
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have gained increasing attention due to their capability. Still, all suffer from accuracy
performance issues.

Nowadays, many works [4–8] extensively used architectures and applied in road
object detection such as You Only Look Once version 3 (YOLOv3) [9], Mask R-CNN [10],
BiseNet [11], YOLOv4 [12], YOLOv5 [13], and/or YOLOX [14]. They are created for
image recognition, consist of stacked Conv blocks. Due to anxieties about the cost of
computation, the purpose of kernel maps is decreased gradually. Furthermore, the encoder
network can learn more semantic visual theories with a steadily increased receptive field.
Consequently, it also inflates a primary restriction of studying long-range dependency
knowledge, significant for image labeling in unconstrained scene images. It matures
challenging due to still limited receptive fields. However, the previous architecture has not
fully leveraged various feature maps from convolution or attention blocks conducive to
image segmentation, and this has become a motivation for this work.

To defeat this limitation, as mentioned earlier, a completely new architecture known
as Vision Transformer YOLO (ViT-YOLO) [15] with ViT [16] as major backbone has a
tremendous capacity in long-range dependency acquisition and sequence-based picture
modeling. It is a vision model-based that is built as closely as possible on the Transformer
architecture, which was created for text-based jobs in the first area [17]. Furthermore,
it has matured famous in several computer vision tasks, such as hyperspectral image
classification [18,19], bounding-box detection [20,21], and image labeling [22,23]. ViT
moves the window divider between successive levels of self-attention. The shifted windows
provide links between the windows of the last layer, considerably increasing modeling
capability. In terms of real-world precision, this method is also effective.

In this work, prompted by the preceding observation, we introduce transformer-based
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [24] decoder designs. It learns the importance of different
input features instead of simply summing up or concatenating, which may cause feature
mismatch and performance degradation as demonstrated in Figure 4 This work points to
further improving the SOTA on object detection in Thailand highway road images. For
better performance, we inject the FPN style of decoder design into Transformer-based
YOLOX reasoning. In this article, our main contributions are twofold:

• Utilizing a pre-training ViT to retrieve the virtual visual tokens based on the vision
patches on images. We immediately fine-tune the model weights on downstream
responsibilities by appropriating pre-training ViT as a backbone of YOLOX [14] by
appending responsibility layers superimposing the pre-trained encoder.

• We apply the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [24] as decoder designs on our Transformer-
Based YOLOX. It adds a different bottom-up path aggregation architecture. Notably,
when the deep architecture is relatively shallow, and the feature map is more sig-
nificant, the transformer layer is used prematurely to enforce regression boundaries
which can lose some meaningful context information.

The experimental results on Thailand highway road demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed scheme. The results proved that our Transformer-Based YOLOX with FPN
decoder designs overcomes YOLOv5S, YOLOv5M, and YOLOv5L based architectures [25,26]
in terms of AP, AP50, and AP75 score sequentially.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work, and our data
set is detailed in Section 3. Next, Section 4 provides the detail of our methodology, and
Section 5 presents our experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Most relevant to our methodology is the Vision Transformer (ViT) [16] and their follow-
ups [27–31]. Vision Transformer (ViT) [16] is a deep learning architecture that utilizes the
mechanism of attention, and there are many works that follow-ups ViT [8,27–31]. Several
works of ViT directly employ a Transformer model on non-overlapping medium-sized
image patches for image classification. It reaches an exciting speed-performance trade-
off on almost all computer vision tasks compared to previous deep learning networks.
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DeiT [32] introduces several training policies that allow it also to be efficient using the extra
modest ImageNet-1K corpus. The effects of ViT on computer vision tasks are encouraging.
Still, its model is inappropriate for profit as a general-purpose backbone network on
dense image tasks due to its low-resolution kernel filter and the quadratic improvement in
complexity with the image size. Some works utilize ViT models for the dense image tasks
of image labeling and detection through transpose or upsampling layers yet comparatively
lower precision. Unsurprisingly, we find ViT [33,34] models perform the best performance-
accuracy trade-off among these methods on computer vision tasks, even though this work
concentrates on general-purpose performance relatively than particularly on segmentation
(labeling). It investigates a comparable line of studying to produce multi-resolution kernel
features on ViT. Moreover, its complexity is still quadratic to the size of an image. At
the same time, ours is linear and operates regionally, which has shown advantages in
modeling the significant correlation in visual signals. Furthermore, it is efficient and
effective, achieving SOTA performance, e.g., MeanIoU, AveragePrecision(AP) on COCO
object detection, and ADE20K image labeling.

3. Road Asset Data Set

Department of Highway (Thailand) has a highway road network of more than 52,000 km.
To acquire information about road assets and roadside categories within the highway road
network would take a lot of resource equipment and human resources. To solve data
collection problems. A Mobile Mapping System (MMS.) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
were implemented. Its results from the current information, complete details, and highly
efficient applications.

We have the process of collecting geospatial data from mobile vehicles (cars). Vehicles
could be equipped with a range of sensors such as positioning (GNSS, GPS) and cameras.

The panoramic image type of The Ladybug-5 is a 360-degree spherical camera produc-
ing an image with a resolution of 8000 × 4000 pixels. It is required to calculate the position
of objects on the pictures. Figure 1 depicts an example of the data set used in this study.
A 360-degree spherical camera that can capture 8k30 or 4k60 footage is used to obtain the
data set. The Ladybug5+ produces high-quality photographs with a 2 mm accuracy level at
10 m because of its proprietary calibration and better global shutter sensors. The Ladybug
SDK offers a wide range of features that make it simple to capture, analyze, and spherical
export material (shown as Figure 2). Furthermore, Figure 3 shows the sample size required
for the detection task (number of images per class).

(a) (b)

Figure 1. The challenges in the Road Asset corpus. Sample of input image (a) and target image (b).

To survey and collect information on various types of highway assets. For use in
the management of highway works in three main areas: (i) road asset management and
maintenance, (ii) in terms of road safety to analyze the location, and (iii) in the planning of
highway development projects. Therefore, a complete survey of the number of kilometer
digits and the position is correct; accordingly, it is necessary to solve the duplication of
construction work. The problem of calculating the amount is their construction work.
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Figure 2. Our Ladybug5+ 360 degrees spherical camera.

As our deep learning environment setup, We use “TensorFlow Core v2.7.0 (TF)” [35]
to create an end-to-end open-source platform for deep learning. The entire experiments
were performed on servers with Intel® Xeon® Scalable 4210R (10 core, 2.4 GHz, 13.75 MB,
100 W), 256 GB of memory, and the NVIDIA RTX™ 1080Ti (11 GB) × 2 cards.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. The sample size of annotated class and its corresponding object class in the Road Asset
corpus. Sample size for each class (a) and Percent of sample size for each class (b).

4. Proposed Method
4.1. Transformer Based YOLOX

Although currently, YOLOv5 [13] is already performing well, some recent work on
object detection has triggered the development of this new YOLOX algorithm [14]. The
most important focus points in object detection are anchor-free detectors, advanced label
assignment strategies, and end-to-end detectors. These new focal points are still not
integrated into the YOLO algorithm, and YOLOv4 and YOLOv5 are still anchor-based
detectors and use hand-crafted assigning rules for training. It is a fundamental reason for
the development of the YOLOX algorithm.

Our Transformer-based YOLOX follows a sequence-to-sequence vector with trans-
formers from [36] and the corresponding output vector with input vector fabrication as in
Natural Language Processing (NLP), the capacity of a machine application to understand
mortal language. The most famous image classification network simply employs the Trans-
former Encoder to convert the multiple input tokens. However, the decoder component of
the conventional transformer network is also employed for other purposes.

The regular ViT-YOLO model [15] and its conversion for computer vision tasks where
the relations between a token (image patches) and each other tokens are calculated. The
global figure leads to quadratic complexity concerning the number of image patches,
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addressing it unsuitable for many image problems requiring an immense set of tokens for
the softmax layer.

A pure transformer-based encoder learns feature representations furnished the 1D
vector of embedding sequence E input. It means each ViT layer has a global receptive field,
answering the insufficient receptive field problem of the existing encoder-decoder deep
neural network already and for all. The ViT encoder consists of Le layers of multilayer
perceptron (MLP) and multi-head self-attention (MSA) modules.

This distinct behavior appears to be due to the inclusion of some inductive biases in
CNNs, which these networks can use to comprehend the particularities of the analyzed
image more rapidly, even if they end up restricting them and making it more difficult
to grasp global relationships. Input visual distortions such as adversarial patches or
permutations were also significantly more resistant to Vision Transformers. In reality,
CNNs generate outstanding outcomes even when trained on data sets that are not as huge
as Vision Transformers trade.

In case that a conventional encoder designed for image labeling would downsample a
2D image x ∈ RHW3 into a grid of into a featuremap x f ∈ R

H
16×

W
16×C we thus decide to set

the transformer input sequence length L as H
16 ×

W
16 = W

256 . This means the output of the
vector sequence of the ViT can be clearly reshaped to the point kernel map x f .

To recover the HW
256 -long vector sequence of our input, we divide an image x ∈ RH×W×3

into a grid of as H
16 ×

W
16 patches uniformly, several ViT modules with modified self-attention

calculation (SwinTF modules) are adapted on these image patch tokens. The ViT module
maintain the number of patches H

4 ×
W
4 and then make a series out of this grid. Each vector-

ized patch p is mapped into a latent C-dimensional embedding space using a linear projection
function. f : p→ e ∈ RC, for a patch x, we obtain a 1D series of vector embeddings. We get
a unique embedding pi for each position i to encode the patch spatial information, which is
then added to ei to generate the final sequence input E = {e1 + p1, e2 + p2, ..., eL + pL}. In
this process, spatial data is kept notwithstanding the order-less attention type of transformers.

A classical transformer-based encoder accepts feature representations when given the
1D embedding sequence E as input. It means that each ViT layer has a global receptive
field, resolving the problem of the standard deep learning encoder’s restricted sensory area
once and for all. The encoder of SwinTF consists of Le vector of MLP and MSA modules
(Figure 4). At each layer l, the input to self-attention is in a triplet of (query, key, value)
calculated from the input Zl−1 ∈ RL×C as:

query = Zl−1WQ, key = Zl−1WK, value = Zl−1WV (1)

where WQ/WK/WV ∈ RC×d are the learnable weights of three linear projection vectors and
d is the dimension of (query, key, value). Self-attention (SA) is then expressed as:

SA(Zl−1) = Zl−1 + so f tmax(
Zl−1WQ(ZWK)

T
√

d
)(Zl−1WV) (2)

MSA is a reckoning with m self-supporting SA actions and projects their concate-
nated outputs: MSA(Zl−1) = [SA1(Zl − 1); SA2(Zl − 1); ...; SAm(Zl − 1)]WO, where WO ∈
Rmd × C. d is typically set to C/m. The output of MSA is then transformed by an MLP
module with residual skip as the output layer as:

Zl = MSA(Zl−1) + MLP(MSA(Zl−1)) ∈ RL×C. (3)

Lastly, a normalized layer is employed before MLP and MSA modules which are
omitted for clearness. We express Z1, Z2, Z3, ..., ZLe as the weights of transformer vectors.
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Figure 4. Overall architecture of our Transformer-Based YOLOX.

4.2. Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) Decoder Design

Objects from the road captured images vary a lot in sizes while the feature map from a
single layer of the convolutional neural network has limited capacity of representation, so
its crucial to effectively represent and process multi-scale features. FPN decoder designs as
portrayed in Figure 5 are set up to achieve pixel-level labeling.

Figure 5. Our feature pyramid decoder design.

FPN [24] is a characteristic extractor created with accuracy and speed in mind for such
a pyramid idea. It takes the place of detectors like Faster R-feature CNN’s extractor [37].
Image recognition generates many feature map layers (multi-scale feature maps) with
superior quality information than the traditional feature pyramid. It also utilizes specifically
constructed transformers in a self-level, top-down, and bottom-up interactive pattern to
change any feature pyramid into another feature pyramid of the same size but with
richer contexts. It features a simple query, key, and value operation (Equation (1)) that is
demonstrated to be important in choosing informative long-range interaction, which fits
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our objective of non-local interaction at appropriate sizes. We depict the higher-level “idea”
using the visual qualities of the lower-level “pixels” intuitively. Each level’s altered feature
maps (red, yellow, and blue) are resized to their matching map size and concatenated with
the original map before being sent into the convolution layer, which resizes them to the
accurate “thickness.” Higher-resolution features are upsampled from higher-pyramid-
level feature maps, which are spatially coarser but semantically more robust. The spatial
resolution is upsampled by a factor of two, with the nearest neighbor being used for
simplicity. Each lateral link combines feature maps from the bottom-up and top-down
paths of the same spatial size. To minimize the channel dimensions, the feature maps from
the bottom-up course are convolutional 11 times. In addition, element-wise addition is
used to combine the feature maps from the bottom-up and top-down pathways. Finally,
a 33 convolution is applied to each merged map to form the final feature map to reduce
the aliasing impact of upsampling. This last collection of feature maps corresponds to the
precise spatial dimensions. Because all layers of the pyramid, like a standard featured
picture pyramid, employ joint classifiers/regressors, the feature dimension at output d is
fixed at d = 256. As a result, the outputs of all further convolutional layers are 256-channel.

5. Experimental Results

Our proposed YOLOX with Vision Transformer and FPN method reaches the highest
performance on Average Precision (AP) rating at 61.15% in the testing set. At the same
time, the YOLOv5L is the best baseline, including with its fixed backbone as modification
of CSP-v5, rated lower in terms of average AP at 58.94%, which this baseline is less average
AP than the proposed method at 2.21% as shown in Table 1. In the AP 50 precision, the
YOLOX with Transformer with FPN outperforms the highest precision rating at 69.34%.
In comparison, the YOLOv5L model is significantly less precise in terms of AP75 than the
proposed method at 10.19%, as shown in Table 1. Moving to the most significant AP at
75, the YOLOX with Transformer and FPN reaches the highest measurement at 55.23%,
while the best combination of YOLOv5L reaches the AP 75 at 53.66%, which this baseline
is less than the proposed method by 1.57%. There is a trade-off between performance as
precision (AP) and the complexity of the deep convolution neural networks architecture.
The YOLOX method achieves more the Average AP than the YOLOv5L, around 2%. Still,
the proposed method takes a long time to train when comparing YOLOv5L because the
trainable parameters of YOLOX are significantly higher than YOLOv5L, about 20M, as
shown in Table 1. Table 2 displays numbers of training, validation, and testing sets on our
road asset data set.

Table 1. Comparison of the average precision of different object classifiers on Road Asset test-corpus.
We select all the models trained on 100 epochs for a fair comparison.

Backbone Model AP(%) Param F1 FPS

Baseline Modified CSP v5 YOLOv5-S 49.2 7.8M 63.01 22
Modified CSP v5 YOLOv5-M 52.33 21.8M 66.22 23
Modified CSP v5 YOLOv5-L 58.94 47.8M 67.88 26
ResNext Faster R-CNN 56.32 43.12M 65.12 15
ResNext CentreNet 58.11 12.2M 62.33 31

Proposed ViT + FPN YOLOX 61.15 87.3M 71.11 11

The YOLOX, with the combination of the modern image classification front-end,
namely Vision Transformer with FPN, achieves the highest AP in the large-scale object
classes such as KMSign and Placard. The release of YOLOv5 includes five different models
sizes: YOLOv5s (smallest), YOLOv5m, YOLOv5l, YOLOv5x (largest).

Furthermore, it reaches the highest average precision (AP) at 51.32% and 57.63%, as
shown in Table 3, in those mentioned classes. Our proposed outperforms when comparing
the performance of YOLO-v5-L on these large-scale object classes in terms of AP. The
YOLOX contains higher AP than YOLO-v5-L in categories such as KMSign and Placard by
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6.47% and 2.82%, as shown in Table 3, respectively. Turning to the smaller object classes
such as KMStone and Pole, our proposed method is still the winner of AP’s KMStone and
Pole rating at 61.22% 60.88% as shown in Table 3, respectively. Compared to the YOLO-v5-L
method, the proposed method outperforms AP on the smaller object classes, both KMStone
and Pole by 3.79% and 2.45%, as shown in Table 3, respectively.

In the learning curve analysis, the cost function of YOLOX coupling with the Vision
transformer with FPN, representing the line graph on the right-hand side, constantly learns
into the local optima for all 100 epochs of the training set shown in Figure 6. In addition,
the line graphs represent the performances of our proposed method in terms of Precision,
Recall, F1, mean IoU, and Accuracy, which are evaluated on the validation set. On the
left-hand side, the line graphs exhibit the upper tendency. Precision, Recall, F1, and mean
IoU line graphs reach their highest performances, about 70% at the epoch of 100 on the
validation set, while the line graph of Accuracy goes almost 100% at the end of 100 training
epoch. Furthermore, these performances of line graphs drop at the epoch of 80, as shown
in Figure 6.

Table 2. Numbers of training, validation, and testing sets.

Data Set Total Images Training Set Validation Set Testing Set

Road Asset Corpus 1300 800 300 200

Table 3. Comparison of the average precision between the results of four categories after subsequent
operations on Road Asset test-dev corpus.

Backbone Model KMSign KMStone Pole Placard

Baseline Modified CSP v5 YOLOv5-S 34.57 44.23 51.12 46.13
Modified CSP v5 YOLOv5-M 40.12 53.12 54.73 47.23
Modified CSP v5 YOLOv5-L 44.85 57.43 58.43 54.81

ResNext Faster R-CNN 46.75 54.22 57.34 56.22
ResNext CentreNet 37.625 54.35 56.66 53.21

Proposed ViT + FPN YOLOX 51.32 61.22 60.88 57.63

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Graph (learning curves) of the Road Asset corpus of the proposed approach, “YOLOX-based
Vision Transformer with FPN”; x refers to epochs, and y refers to different measures (a) Plot of model
loss (cross-entropy) on training and validation corpora; (b) performance plot on the validation corpus.

On the other hand, learning curves of both accuracy and loss graph of our best
baseline (YOLOv5L) have shown via Figure 7. It shows their charts are smooth less than
our proposed method.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Graph (learning curves) of the Road Asset corpus of the baseline approach, “YOLOv5L”;
x refers to epochs, and y refers to different measures (a) Plot of model loss (cross-entropy) on training
and validation corpora; (b) performance plot on the validation corpus.

As shown in Figure 8, it provides qualitative object detection results of our YOLOX-
Transformer with FPN model on an arbitrary image from Road Asset corpus. Lastly, we
trained (finetuning) our YOLOX-Transformer with FPN model again via Pascal VOC data
set [38] and prediction results shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Visualized detection results of YOLOX-Transformer with FPN on an arbitrary image from
Road Asset corpus.
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Figure 9. Visualized detection results of YOLOX-Transformer with FPN on Pascal VOC data set.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel Transformer-Based YOLOX with FPN, high-performance
anchor-free YOLO for object detection. Our model can globally focus on dependencies
between image feature patches and retain sufficient spatial information for object detec-
tion via multi-head self-attention. Furthermore, other effective techniques are adopted to
achieve better accuracy and robustness. Furthermore, we apply FPN as learnable weights
of decoder design to learn the importance of different input features instead of simply
summing up or concatenating, which may cause feature mismatch and performance degra-
dation. In particular, our Transformer-Based YOLOX with FPN achieves a new record of
61.15% box AP, 69.34% box AP50, and 55.23% box AP75 on Thailand highway test-dev,
outperforming the prior SOTA model, including the following: YOLOv5S, YOLOv5M,
and YOLOv5L.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

FPN Feature Pyramid Network
Param Parameters
SwinTF Swin Transformer
ViT Vision Transformer
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